Three Transports Due
In New York Today
With 4,630 Troops

REMUNENTS OF JAP FLEET
To Be Surrendered to
Sprague and Halsey

Quisling Wanted Nazis
To Imprison Norway's
Officers, Witness Says

Veteran Ruled Insane
In Phone Call Case

Japs on TOKASHKI Island
Surrender to Yanks

Publicity Firm Ends Tieuup With
Pyle Memorial

Spruce Questions
Political Wisdom of
Retaining Okinawa
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Wage Dispute Leaves
Honolulu Without Gas

Henry Cuts UP—Admiral William F. Halsey cuts a cake carrying design of a Japanese flag at White House yesterday. The admiral was presented with a highly decorated sword sent him by Prime Minister of Japan in an accompanying message thanking him for American support to Japan in her war with China. A large Japanese flag was displayed at the reception.

Admiral Halsey and his wife hosted the reception on their residence in Washington, D.C.
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